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Ukraine, the Hryvnia, a Rock and a Hard Place The biggest immediate risk for Ukrainian markets is not a default on 

the country’s government debt, but the precarious state of its currency, analysts say. The political crisis has hit the 

hryvnia, dragging it to the lowest level in four years Dec 13. The central bank spent $800 million just last month to 

stabilize it against the market’s pressure. But Ukraine’s central bank already has only $18.8 billion in hard currency and 

gold reserves left as of December 1, from $20.6 billion the month before.   The Wall Street Journal.  Read More. 

Ukraine ruling party demands government reshuffle Ukraine's ruling party on Monday demanded a sweeping cabinet 

reshuffle, as political leaders seek to defuse the country's biggest political crisis in a decade.President Viktor 

Yanukovych's decision to scrap key agreements with the EU last month and then use police force against protesters 

sparked the largest demonstrations in the ex-Soviet country since the 2004 pro-democracy Orange Revolution. 

Yanukovych has offered a number of concessions, sacking senior officials over police violence and announcing an 

amnesty for arrested protesters, in a bid to defuse the tension.   Ahramonline.  Read More.   

Bildt: EU ready to sign association this week, needs a 'clear message' The European Union is ready to sign a far-

reaching political and trade agreement with Ukraine at the end of this week if there's a clear message from President 

Viktor Yanukovych, Swedish Foreign Minister Carl Bildt said. "If President Yanukovych were to give a clear message by 

(Tuesday, Dec. 17), we can clearly sign in connection with the European Council (meeting) at the end of the week," Bildt 

said while arriving at the to the monthly EU ministers of foreign affairs meeting in Brussels on Dec. 16.    Kyivpost.  

Read More. 

Ashton, Lavrov Say Kyiv Should Have 'Free Choice' Between EU, Russia The European Union and Russia have both 

said Ukraine should have a "free choice" when it comes to choosing whether to pursue closer ties with the West or with 

Moscow. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov made the statement to journalists after he met in Brussels with the 28 

EU foreign ministers. "We discussed Ukraine and that it was our common agreement that everyone should respect the 

sovereignty of any country, including Ukraine and everyone should allow the people to make their free choice of how 

they want to develop their country and how they want to develop their state," Lavrov said.   Radio Free Europe/Radio 

Liberty.  Read More. 
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Ukraine: Across the dividing lines After a couple of failed attempts to push out protesters from the centre of Kyiv, 

Ukrainian authorities changed their tactics. They declared the goodwill for roundtable talks with the opposition, released 

most of the detained protesters from custody, and fired four top officials arguably responsible for the bloody beating of 

students on November 30.Neither of their "conciliatory" gestures, however, should be accepted at a face value. The 

opposition complains that a number of civic activists are still in prison, that the main government culprits - the prime 

minister and minister of interior - still retain their positions, and that the roundtable without a clear agenda and 

international mediators makes little sense.   AlJazeera.  Read More.  

Who has the power in Ukraine's crisis? Ukraine's opposition appears confident and shows no sign of relenting in its 

standoff with the government. The government has made some gestures toward the opposition, rejected some of its main 

demands and is opaque on another. In the fourth week of the crisis, a look at each side's strengths and weaknesses as the 

dispute extends into the depths of winter.   Associated Press.  Read More. 

Leading From the Front in Ukraine Addressing hundreds of thousands at Kiev’s Independence Square on Sunday, John 

McCain said, “We are here to support your just cause, the sovereign right of Ukraine to determine its own destiny freely 

and independently.” The Arizona Senator’s appearance was a highlight of the latest pro-democracy rally in the Ukrainian 

capital. And for once the vocal critic of President Obama’s foreign policy was reinforcing rather than dissenting from 

Administration policy.   The Wall Sgtreet Journal.  Read More.  

Kyiv protests: 'No agreements with Russia!' President Yanukovych's planned trip to Moscow worries Ukrainians at the 

EuroMaidan protests in Kyiv. They are warning him against signing any deals with Russia that could harm Ukrainian ties 

with the EU. It is 11:35 a.m. and Mikhailo Korol is walking along Bankova Street in Kyiv towards the presidential office. 

About 300 meters away from the main entrance, special police units have blocked the street with metal plates. A second 

line of police stands a hundred meters further away. And behind them buses, parked bumper to bumper, block the 

entrance.   Deutsche Welle.  Read More. 

Ukraine party demands cabinet reshuffle Ukraine's ruling party has demanded a sweeping cabinet reshuffle, as political 

leaders seek to defuse the country's biggest political crisis in a decade. 'We have put forward a demand before Azarov to 

reformat the government by 90 per cent,' Anna German, an MP with President Viktor Yanukovych's Regions Party, told 

reporters after talks with Prime Minister Mykola Azarov.'Azarov said that he will today let the position of the faction be 

known to the president and conclusions will certainly be made,' she told reporters after the closed-door meeting attended 

by the entire cabinet.   SkyNews. Read More. 

Ukrainian diplomat admits miscalculations in preparations for European integration The Ukrainian Foreign 

Ministry has admitted that it has not given enough attention to economic dialogue in the preparations for signing an 

association agreement with the European Union. "Unfortunately, it's probably my fault, we focused more on political 

dialogue and less on economic dialogue," Ukrainian Deputy Foreign Minister Andriy Olefirov said, commenting on the 

situation with the signing of an association agreement between Ukraine and the EU.   Brama. Read More.   

.Why does Ukraine have so many revolutions? TO the casual observer, it might seem as if Ukrainians are permanently 

in revolt. Huge street protests in 2004-5, known as the orange revolution, led to the overturning of a rigged election result 

and the installation of leaders who promised cleaner, better government. Now hundreds of thousands of people have again 

taken to the streets of Kiev and other cities, demanding, well, a new election and cleaner government (among other 

things). There were big protests in the years before the orange revolution, and have been regular street eruptions between 

it and the current bout. What is Ukraine’s problem?   The Economist.  Read More. 
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Viktor Yanukovych’s botched crackdown on the protests in Maidan seemed to defy common sense THE bells of 

Mikhailovsky Cathedral in the ancient heart of Kiev began to ring in alarm just after 1am on December 11th. As in 

medieval times this was a sign that the city was under siege, and a call to citizens to come to its defence. Down a steep 

hill, columns of riot police, in black helmets and bearing metal shields, descended on Independence Square, popularly 

known as Maidan (square), from three directions. Maidan, the site of revolutionary protests over the past three weeks, 

seemed to be facing its most critical hour.   The Economist.   Read More.  

Ukraine deal no threat to Russia, says EU EU foreign ministers have used a high-level meeting to reassure Russia that a 

possible trade deal with Ukraine would not undermine Moscow's interests. The EU's Catherine Ashton said they told 

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov that Ukraine signing the deal would not be "detrimental" to Moscow. Ukraine 

recently backed out of signing an EU association agreement, seemingly under pressure from Russia.   BBC News.  Read 

More. 

 

 
Latest Daily Ukrainian Legal News Feed   

Yurincom Inter 

Юридичний Вісник України 

Law Journal of Ukraine (in Ukr.) 

Access limited to UABA members 

Ukrainian Law Links 
Access limited to UABA members 

New Ukrainian Legislation (in Ukr.) 

Weekly Panorama (in Ukr.) 

events affecting the Ukrainian legal profession 

 
UABA INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 

Deadline for applying for the Spring, 2013 

internship position is March 21, 2013 

LAW POSITIONS WANTED/AVAILABLE 

Click Here to View Resumes or Job Availabilities posted by 

UABA Members or Law Students 

 
If you have any questions, please feel free email myroslaw@smorodsky.com 

Check out the UABA website; WWW.UABA.ORG and become a member! 
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